
ASTR116 Lab #1: The Night Sky. Oxford College

NAME: DATE:

The Night Sky

In this lab, you will learn the basics of Stellar and Planetary positions in Voyager 4.5

The Southern night sky in Atlanta, Ga at 10pm on Tues. Jan 21, 2014.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Equatorial Coordinate System is centered at Earth’s center, but fixed relative to distant stars
and galaxies. The coordinates are based on the location of stars relative to Earth’s equator if it were projected
out to an infinite distance. The equatorial describes the sky as seen from the solar system, and modern star
maps almost exclusively use equatorial coordinates.

The equatorial system is the normal coordinate system for most professional and many amateur as-
tronomers having an equatorial mount that follows the movement of the sky during the night. Celestial
objects are found by adjusting the telescope’s or other instrument’s scales so that they match the equatorial
coordinates of the selected object to observe.

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equatorial coordinate system)
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2. Voyager 4.5: Introduction - Positions of Planets and Stars

You will examine the positions of the planets and stars in equatorial coordinates. You will be observing
from Atlanta.

• Click on the Voyager 4.5 icon to start the program.

• Chart→Set Location. Choose Atlanta from list cities and OK.

• On the Time Panel window, shown in Fig. 1, click NOW, change the Time Step to 10 min, and set
the time to Midnight.

• Using the mouse, drag the screen around until the pop up compass says that you are looking due
South. Make sure that can see both the ground and the sky in the main window.

Figure 1: Time Panel window in Voyager 4.5

You will find it useful to see the Common Constellations in the night sky clearly marked out, to to this...
Click on Display→Constellations and choose the options exactly as shown in Fig. 2

To display the Equatorial Coordinates and the Ecliptic Plane on the sky do the following...

• Click on Display→Coordinate Grids dialog box.

Click on options exactly as shown in Fig. 3.

• Click on Display→Reference Lines dialog box.

Click on options exactly as shown in Fig. 4.

Now click on Window→Coordinates Panel so that you can directly see the coordinates of the mouse
position.

The White Line that you see going around the sky in the window is the Celestial Equator. It marks
the position of Zero Declination. Points above this white line have Positive Declination, and points below
Negative Declination. On the Celestial Equator line, you also see the markings of Right Ascension going
around. To go all the way around the earth is 24hours of Right Ascension. Every star in the sky can be
found by knowing its R.A. and Dec.

The Yellow Line that you see going around the sky in the window is the Ecliptic. It marks the path
of the Sun around the Earth. The sun always lies on the Ecliptic, and the planets all nearly so.
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Figure 2: Settings to show the major constellations in the Display→Constellations dialog box.

Figure 3: Settings to show Equatorial and Ecliptic lines from Display→Coordinate Grids dialog box.
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Figure 4: Settings to show Equatorial and Ecliptic lines from Display→Reference Lines dialog box.
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3. LAB PROCEDURE

1. You are first to fill out the missing information in the PLANETS section of Table 1. Listed in the
Table already are the names of the planets. Your object is to find the R.A. and Declination of each
planet. To do this, go to the main Voyager 4.5 window, find a planet, click on its icon, and find its
R.A. and Dec in the popup info panel. In addition, write also in Table 1 the name of the Constellation
that each planet can be currently found in. Note that in order to find all of the planets, you will need
to look around the sky. You can also rotate the sky around by hitting Start/Stop on the Time popup
window. You can also zoom in and out by hitting the + and - buttons at the bottom left corner of
the main window.
You also want to determine which of the planets are actually visible in the evening sky tonight at
9pm. To do that, goto to the Time popup window, set the time to 9pm, and for each of the planets
determine if they are visible in the sky. By visible, I mean above the horizon and at an Altitude
above 150. This ensures that they are above the treetops and houses that typically surround viewing
sites.

=⇒ Using the R.A. and Dec. values of the planets, mark with a pen on the SFA STAR CHARTS
2 and 3-Equatorial Region the approximate positions of the 7 planets and Pluto.

2. Next you are to fill out the missing information in the STARS-Southern Sky section of Table 1.
First you need to rotate the observation window until you are looking due North. Listed in Table
1 are the names of several stars. You are to find these stars and list their Ascension (R.A.), their
Declination (Dec.) and what constellation they are in, in Table 1.

=⇒ Using the R.A. and Dec. values of the stars, circle with a pen on the SFA STAR CHARTS 2
and 3-Equatorial Region these Southern stars.

3. Next you are to fill out the missing information in the STARS-Northern Sky section of Table 1.
Do the same procedure as used above.

=⇒ Using the R.A. and Dec. values of the stars, circle with a pen on the SFA STAR CHART 1
these Northern stars.

4. The last exercise is to examine how the precession of the earths’ spin axis can change the pole star
over time. The pole star is referred to as the star closest to the North Celestial Pole. Now the earth
precesses very slowly, so over your lifetime Polaris will always be very close to the North Celestial
Pole. But over hundreds and thousands of years this will change. To see this, change the Time Step
to 50 years, and set the local time to 3:00 AM. Now you are to find the star named Thuban in the
constellation Draco. Your job is to go back in time and discover when Draco was the North Star! To
do this, run the time backwards until Draco lines up with the North Celestial Pole, and write down
the approximate year that is listed in the Time Window panel. *NOTE* As a check that Thuban
really was the pole star at this past data, change the Time Step back to 10 min and play the time
forward to see if the sky really did revolve around Thuban.

Draco was the North Celestial Pole star in year .

** END **
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Table 1: Planetary and Stellar Positions

Observable

NAME Right Ascension Declination Constellation @ 9pm??

PLANETS

Mercury h m 0 ’ ”

Venus h m 0 ’ ”

Mars h m 0 ’ ”

Jupiter h m 0 ’ ”

Saturn h m 0 ’ ”

Uranus h m 0 ’ ”

Neptune h m 0 ’ ”

SOUTHERN SKY STARS

Sirius

Rigel

Betelgeuse

Bellatrix

Capella

NORTHERN SKY STARS

Polaris

Kochab

Alderamin

Almach

Shedar
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